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fII ABSTRACT

The feasibility of utilizing the effect of a conducting medium on the impedance

of a small coil for the measurement of the conductivity of high temperature gases

is first investigated theoretically and then developed experimentally.

The method described in this report is particularly well suited for measuring

the electrical conductivity of gases at high densities.

Data which have been obtained for air in the range of 5 mhos/meter to

250 mhos/meter at atmospheric density are included in the report to illustrate

the use and feasibility of the experimental technique.
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I Theoretical studies of the electrical properties of thermally ionized gases

have been reported by a number of investigators. The electrical conductivity is

derived by considering the motion of the electrons under the influence of an elec-

I" trical field and collisions with the various components of the gas. The collision

frequency is determined by statistical methods. Currents due to the motion of

ions are neglected.

If the strength of the applied electric field varies with time, the currents in

the plasma are due to both conduction and polarization. If, however, the frequency

(cc) of an alternating applied electric field is small compared to the average electron

I collision frequency (C), the polarization currents vanish. Only the electric prop-

erties with this condition imposed (if < < ;), are of interest in this report.

The conductivity is found to be proportional to n ee 2 /me where ne is the

number density of the electrons, e is the electric charge on the electron, and

me is the mass of the electron.

There is disagreement among the authors reviewed on the averaging procedure

to be employed for determining v, and for this reason, quantitative agreement is

not obtained in all the available theoretical literature. The disagreement is of the

order of the differences between the most probable velocity, the average velocity

I• and the root mean square velocity calculated for a Ma-.wellian velocity distribution.

In the following, the methods and results of Ref. (1) are reviewed to show the

basis of the theoretical values used in this report.

The first approximation to the collision frequencies, which is derived from the

I: Boltzmann kinetic equation for a Maxwellian velocity distribution, is given by:
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-T 0

i L For elastic collisions between electrons and uncharged particles:

2 jVi (v) =n uaN v (2)
rn. j M

j For collisions between electrons and ions,
S 4 D D2 m zv4

I v.Mv) = 2n 2 e3 n 4e(
1 rn v3  (

e

where D is the Debye shielding length which is defined as the distance at which

j the effect of the Coulomb field of a particular charged particle is shielded by the

other distributed charged particles, and which has the valued/ k . The
f4ne~ne

impact length is defined as the distance of closest approach between an electron

and ion for the electron to be defected 900 and has the value e /Mv

jSubstituting equation (2) into equation (1) yields the average collision fre-

quency for collisions between electrons and neutral particles.

I -j 8• e .
V :T:/i- it a n (4)

By substituting equation (3) into equation (1), the average electron collision

frequency for collisions between electrons and ions is obtained.
S2 e n.

i _- I n kTD (5)
33kT 3 / 2

The conductivity with the condition (c < < ") imposed is then given by:
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Extending the analysis to a higher order of approximation, which in effect

accounts for the effect of collisions on the electron velocity distribution, it is

found that the conductivity may be expressed by:

n e
eK (7)m (Zv +.) de flI. 1
j

where K 0 is a function of (a and the type of collisions taking place.

iI As reported in Ref. (1), for (C>> v) where collisions play a small role in

determining the motion of the electrons, K is equal to unity. (The approximate

I Equ. (7) is, however, not valid in this case. ) For ((a < < -v), however, which is

the case of interest here, K has the value 1. 13 for electron collisions with

neutral particles, and has the value 3.39 for collisions involving electrons and

I ions. If the interelectron collisions are considered as well as the electron-ion

I collisions, Ka has the value 1.95.

The elementary analysis which leads to Equ. (6) is based on a Maxwellian

Selectron velocity distribution, and K may be considered as a correction to the

J elementary analysis which accounts for the effect of collisions on the electron

velocity distribution.

Using this latter theoretical result as a basis for comparison, it was thought

AJ that experimental results over a large range of densities and temperatures would

be of interest. Previous experimental works have usually been concerned with

simulating upper atmospheric conditions and therefore were limited to relatively J
l

I low densities. •:
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In addition to the academic interest in the properties of materials under all

I [ conditions, the present interest in the field of magnetohydrodynamic power genera-

tion provides a definite need for information on the conductivity of high density gases.

The development of an experimental technique for measuring the conductivity

of gases at higher densities than had previously been measured was the major

purpose of this project.

The techniques described in Ref. (2) and Ref. (3) use the gas in the region

1] behind the initial shock wave in a shock tube as the test gas. Extending the range

of measurements to higher densities would require extreme shock tube driver

pressures. Furthermore, since the coils used in both methods are external to

jf the shock tube, a pyrex tube section is required at the measuring station and thus

I the allowable tube pressure is severely limited.

The shock wave reflected from the end plate of a shock tube would produce the

desired experimental conditions, and it therefore was required to devise a method

for measuring the conductivity of the gas contained in this region of the shock tube.

The method of Ref. (2) could not be adapted to measurements behind the shock

reflected from the end of the shock tube because the measurements require that

the test gas be in motion.

The method of Ref. (3) could be adapted to the stagnant region behind the

1: reflected shock, and if the measuring coil were placed inside the shock tube, this

method would be identical to the method described in this paper except for the

technique employed in the electronic instrumentation.

The techniques for measuring conductivity in both Ref. (3) and this report are J

T based on measuring the effect of a conducting medium on the impedance of a coil.
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In the method of Ref. (3), the change in impedance of the coil alters the frequency

of an oscillator and is detected by standard frequency modulation equipment.

SuIn the investigation to be reported, the change in coil impedance is measured

similar to an unbalance in an alternating current bridge circuit, although an actual

bridge circuit is not employed.

Preliminary measurements of the conductivity of air at atmospheric density

from 5 mhos per meter to 250 mhos per meter are included to illustrate the use

and the feasibility of this new technique.

I. Theoretical Considerations

A - Conductivity

In order to determine the more important characteristics of the variation

of the electrical conductivity with temperature and density, it is assumed that the

collision cross sections for elastic collisions between the neutral particles and

electrons have a weak dependence on temperature, Ref. (2), and in addition, an

average cross section is assumed for all neutral particles. Equation (4) may then

i be written

Vm = n m AT (8)SM m m

where A = .. The conductivity according to Equ, (7) then becomes:
e

m + + +°L.me. . . .. K i (9]

. where Ka is equal to 1. 13 and K0 . is equal to 1. 95 according to Ref. (1).

Y- Using the data for equilibrium air composition at various temperatures and

F



Ii densities, given in Ref. (4), the theoretical conductivity has been calculated and

Sis shown in Fig. (1).

t At the lower temperatures where v is the dominant collision influence,

the conductivity is nearly linearly proportional to the electron number density, the

temperature to the one half power dependence of v being much weaker than theS~m

nearly exponential dependence of electron number density on temperature. At the1
higher temperatures, where the air approaches the fully ionized state and thus the

I electron number density approaches a constant at n the temperature to the
max.

three halves power dependence of v. is dominant. At the lower densities, this1 1

change takes place at lower temperatures because at a given temperature, the

Sdegree of ionization is inversely proportional to the density.

The disagreement between this and data given in Ref. (2) appears to be

due to different information used for electron number density rather than the

assumption of an average collision cross section for the neutral particles. The

theoretical curve of Ref. (2) is reproduced on Fig. (1) for comparison.

B - The Effect of a Conducting Medium on the Impedance of a Coil

]3 The technique employed for measuring the electrical conductivity of gases

is based on the effect of a conducting medium on the impedance of a coil.

A theoretical investigation of the problem was first undertaken to estab-

} lish the feasibility of such measurements. Furthermore, it was hoped that the

I theoretical results would yield information that would be helpful in determining

the choice of experimental parameters such as the radius of the probe coil, the

I probe excitation frequency and the length of the coil.

The general case of the finite cylindrical coil in a moving conducting

I

$1



medium was considered and the results are given in Appendix I.

Since it had been decided to use a direct calibration scheme, evaluation

of the general case which would require a computer program was not considered

necessary.

The case of the infinite coil for which the impedance is given by:

T it1 R P I. l(IiR M H I i (10)

I was evaluated, however, in order to obtain information on the coil radius, and

J" excitation frequency which would yield measurable results for the expected values

of RMP (RM is the magnetic Reynolds number defined by RM = c.owR , where

R is the radius of the coil, w is the excitation frequency, po is the permeability

of free space, and c is the electrical conductivity of the medium surrounding the

coil.)

Since no information was obtained on the effect of the length of the probe

coil, it was chosen as the longest length that would be completely immersed in the

test gas for the range of test conditions desired and the geometry of the shock tube.

"Utilizing the information obtained from the theoretical results, the probe
coil radius was chosen as 4 mm. This choice was based on a compromise between

probe sensitivity and fluid dynamic effects on the shock tube flow.

The excitation frequency was chosen as, c = 30 x 10 6, (- 5 Mc). This

I choice was based on the probe sensitivity and the consideration of the various

I. frequencies which are discussed below.

The average electron collision frequency for the range of the present

I experiments is of the order of 1011 to 1013 which when compared to a, shows

ig
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that the condition w < < v is satisfied.

The resonant electron excitation frequency, or plasma frequency,

(a 1-V/nee2/Ime , which varies from 1011 to 1012 for the range of conditions

investigated, may also be compared to c to show that the condition a < < co is
i i

satisfied.

The resonant frequency oPNo+ of the heaviest ion NO+ may also be

consi~dred althougsh it iS doubul that with the darnplng due Lo uolliaions the ions

could significantly effect the conductivity even at resonance. In the range inves-

+ 8 9tigated, the resonant frequency for NO+ varies from 6 x 108 to 6 x 10

Comparing the lowest value of mpNo+ to a shows it to be of the order

of 20 times w.

The above comparisons show that the assumptions of the theory for the

conductivity of the ionized gas are indeed satisfied and that phenomena associated

with resonant excitation of the plasma particles should not be encountered in the

present range of experiments.

II. Experimental Equipment

A - Shock Tube

The facility employed in this research was designed to be used as a

I tailored-interface shock tunnel. For this project, however, it is used as a

closed-end shock tube. A schematic of the tube and instrumentation is shown in

Fig. (3). The driver section has a six and one half inch inside diameter and is

designed to withstand a pressure of 30,000 psi. For safety, the maximum

T operating pressure is limited to 10, 000 psi.

A stoichiometric mixture of hydrogen and oxygen diluted with helium is
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used as the driver gas. The driver charge is introduced through a pressure tubing

leading to 4 ports in the driver section and is ignited by ordinary spark plugs. The i

I ( partial pressures of the mixture are measured with high accuracy bourdon tube

gages, as the various components are introduced.

Four different diaphragms were used for the tests reported. The dia-

J phragms are scored at right angles to insure that they will burst into four petals.

1. . 125" annealed copper scored . 018" deep.j Nominal breaking pressure 2200 psia.

2. .06Z" annealed copper scored . 009" deep.J Nominal breaking pressure 1000 psia.

3. .093" aluminum scored .009" deep.J Nominal breaking pressure 700 psia.

4. .063" aluminum scored . 007" deep.
Nominal breaking pressure 350 psia.

The tube section has a 3 1/2" inside diameter and is designed to with-

stand 10,000 psi. For safety reasons the pressure was limited to 3,000 psi.

i Several ports along the tube are used for shock speed and pressure

measuring instrumentation.

B - Instrumentation

" 1. Shock Speed Measurement

Ordinary spark plugs are used to detect the ionization behind the

shock wave. In the circuit used, the spark plug gap replaces the resistor nor-

Srmally found at the transistor base of the first stage of a two stage emitter

1 follower amplifier. The change in gap resistance when the shock wave passes 4S I•

produces a sharp voltage change which is. used to gate microsecond counters.

Only a single wire in addition to the ground lead to each spark plug location is

:14
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required with this circuit, and the emitter follower amplifier is constructed into a

small tubular unit, Fig. (16), which screws directly onto the spark plug electrode.

The wiring diagram of this circuit is given in Fig. (4).

One interval of the shock speed measurement is obtained on a1
I Hewlett Packard 523 C/R counter which has its own trigger circuit, the other two

j iintervals are measured on a counter of special design which makes use of the

trigger circuit shown in Fig. (8).

The standard 1 MC. signal output of the Hewlett Packard counter is

fed into the pulse amplifier which amplifies and shapes the input signal to the re-

quirements of the counter decades. The output signal of the pulse amplifier is

It then gated by the multivibrator circuits which are triggered by the emitter

I follower amplifiers on the ionization plugs.

2. Pressure Measurement

Pressure measurements in both the driver and tube sections have

been made using SLM crystal pressure transducers and electrometer amplifiers

of our design. The electrometer tubes available do not require a high plate voltage

"and therefore are easily incorporated into a transistor circuit. A schematic dia-

I" gram of the circuit is shown in Fig. (5).

The natural frequency and damping of the crystal were measured, and

a filter was designed with the inverse of the transfer function of the crystal. With

J ]this filter, rather than cutting off below the natural frequency (ringing frequency)

of the transducer, it is possible to measure pressure fluctuations up to the limit

of the amplifier (200 KC). The high input impedance (- 1014 ohms) of the amplifier

V allows static calibration of the pressure transducers.

Iii
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3. Conductivity MeasurementI As explained in section I. B, the conductivity measurements are based

Son the effect of a conducting medium on the impedance of a coil immersed in it. A

5 megacycle crystal controlled oscillator was designed to supply the coil excitation.

S: jThe following refers to the schematic diagram of the measuring

1' circuit Fig. (6).

The 5 megacycle excitation current is applied to the probe through a

i small series resistance and a tunable series capacitor with one end of the probe

j coil grounded. With the capacitor properly adjusted, so that the inductance of the

probe coil and the capacitor constitute a tuned series circuit for the excitation fre-

I• quency, the signal at the junction between the series resistor and capacitor should

J represent only the resistance of the probe coil, and the signal on the other side of

the resistor should be a minimum. The signal from the top of the resistor is con-

nected through a potentiometer with appropriate series resistance to the base of

the first transistor of the measuring circuit amplifier. The signal at the top of the

capacitor is connected to the emitter of the first transistor. With the potentiometer

I properly adjusted, zero output from this first transistor can be obtained.

I In effect, this allows the real part of the coil impedance to be bal-

anced. Changes in coil impedance will then appear as an amplitude modulated

I signal at the first transistor.

I iTwo amplification stages properly filtered and each followed by

emitter follower stages amplify the signal, and the resulting signal is fed into an

oscilloscope for recording on polaroid film.

I The coil probes are constructed with a stainless steel body which is

3i~



machined to .fit 9/16" high pressure tubing fittings. The probe is secured in the

j I end plate of the shock tube with standard high pressure fittings.

The construction of the probes is accomplished in a number of steps.

The probe coil, twenty four turns of #18 copper wire, is first wound

I on an epoxy resin core with one lead through the center of the coil. The coil and

1 core are asser-bled into the body with the center lead connected to a BNC connector

and the other lead grounded to the body. The center of the body and the outside of

I the coil are then potted in epoxy resin. After potting, the outside of the coil is

machined to the small diameter of the body and coated with a thin layer of conduc-

ting paint. After the conducting paint is dry, an opening is made in this layer along

I the length of the probe so that the field of the coil cannot induce circular currents in

j this layer. The coil end is again covered with a layer of epoxy resin and machined

to the final dimensions. A cross section of the probe is shown in Fig. (2), and a

photograph showing the probe in various stages of construction is shown in Fig. (17).

III. Calibration Procedure

At first it was tried to calibrate the probes by immersing them in conducting

liquid solutions. Saturated sodium chloride, and a solution of potassium hydroxide

of known concentration were used at various temperatures. The capacitive effects

between unshielded probes and the conducting solutions indicated that this method

of calibration would not be satisfactory.

It was thought at that time, that the dielectric constant for the conducting gas

" could be taken as unity and that no capacitive eifects between the conducting gas

and the probe would be evident. Effects of the strong electric field at the end of

the probe coil and the fact that the dielectric constant of the conducting gas is not
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exactly unity were overlooked.

A method was then devised for simulating the conducting gas, with dielectric

|£ constant unity, by a number of cylindrical layers around the probe coil substituting I
a conducting coil for each layer. Values for the substituted coils were determined

J] as follows.

If we take one such layer of finite length 1, mean radius r, and thickness Ar

as shown in Fig. (7), this layer will be simulated by a coil of n turns of radius r

1 and length 1.

If V is the voltage induced in the conducting layer, it must also be the voltage

I] induced in the simulating coil

I V = 2 xrnE

where n is the number of turns, r the radius of the coil, and E is the electric

field of the probe coil.

If j is the current density in the conducting layer, the total current in the

1 conducting layer must equal the sum of the currents in the simulating coil.

1 nI - jlAr

and

V n2E2 ar
T R jlAr

and since

E= j

n2 I-- n2zr 1 .
:~ lAr ui

where R must be the resistance of the simulating coil. If the coils are construc-

ted of reasonably heavy copper wire, then R is the shorting resistor for the coil
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in order that it may simulate the conducting layer.

The thickness of the coils must be finite, and therefore the calibration is made

by making measurements with an increasing number of coils with decreasing thick-

ness Ar and extrapolating the results to an infinite number of coils of zero thick-

ness. Doing this for several values of conductivity, (a), yields a calibration of

coil impedance versus conductivity.

Probes calibrated in this manner showed that the capacitive effects were also

_3 present between the probe and the conducting gas.

Therefore, the probes were redesigned with an electrostatic shield to eliminate

these capacitive effects. With the redesigned probes the agreement between cali-

bration with conducting solutions and the simulation method was excellent, and the

conductivity measurements in the gas were in agreement with expected results,

within the accuracy of theory and previous experiments.

An additional thought on calibration may be mentioned here. If homogenous

cylinders of conducting material such as are used in carbon potentiometers could

be obtained with known conductivities, these cylinders could be used for calibrating

the probes without resorting to the extrapolation procedure required in the present

method. This method may be investigated in the future.

I IV. Experimental Data

A - Range of Measurements
I3

Using the described apparatus and procedure, data have been obtained for

'I air over the comparatively wide range of conductivities of 5 mhos per meter to

250 mhos per meter. This corresponds to a theoretical equilibrium temperature

range of 4, 000 0 K to 8, 500°K and an absolute pressure range of 150 pounds per 2

iF
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square inch to 400 pounds per square inch respectively. Within the accuracy of

predicting the shock tube operating conditions, the density of the gas at the time

of measurement was that of the atmosphere over the entire range of temperatures

and pressures.

I i B - Effect of Reflected Shock - Interface Interaction

The ideal relationship between driver gas and test gas for conducting such

measurements in the closed-end shock tube is the condition referred to as "tailored

interface". This means that the initial shock after reflecting from the end plate

will pass through the interface between the driven and driver gas without reflec-

tion. This condition is achieved if the acoustic impedance ratio of the driven and

driver gas has a certain value which depends on the strength of the shock wave

employed for compression. If the interface is tailored, the properties of the test

slug contained between the interface and the shock tube end place will remain con-

stant, except for cooling by heat transfer to the walls, until the expansion in the

driver gas arrives at the interface. Relatively long test times can l1, rralized in

this manner.

For the short tube used in these experiments, the test slug will remain

undisturbed for about 100 to 200 microseconds after the reflected shock has

passed through the interface, if exact "tailoring" is obtained.

If the acoustic impedance of the driver gas is lower than that required

for "tailoring", the interface will reflect part of the shock wave as an expansion

as it passes through. This is analogous to the case of a shock wave passing out

of an open ended tube into a low pressure fluid. This results in an expansion

reflected from the open end into the tube.
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In the case of the shock tube, the strength of the reflected expansion will

depend on the shock strength and the acoustic impedance ratio. The reflected ex-

pansion after traversing the test slug, reflecting from the end plate and again

traversing the test slug will interact with the interface and will produce an addi-

tional interface reflection depetiding on the acoustic impedance ratio across the

interface at that time. These subsequent reflections will be of greatly reduced

strength, however, and are of little interest in this discussion.

If the acoustic impedance of the driver gas is greater than that required

for "tailoring", the shock-interface interaction will result in a reflected shock

wave. This condition is analogous to the reflection of a shock at the closed end of
Tof

a tube.

Thus, the analogy for the "tailored" condition is the reflection of a shock

from the end of a partially closed tube with the proper ratio of opened to closed

areas so that the shocks reflected from the closed portions would be canceled by

the expansions reflected from the open portions.

If an expansion is reflected from the interface, the pressure and tempera-

ture of the test slug is lowered immediately after the initial conditions are estab-

Jlished by the initial shock wave. Similarly, a shock wave reflected from the

interface will result in an increase of pressure and temperature following the

initial conditions.

In the experiments reported in this paper, only data recorded during the

time before effects of reflections from the interface are observed are used for

evaluation of the conductivity.

As may be seen in Fig. (9) the pressure is affected only slightly by
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reflections from the interface; the effect on the conductivity, however, is very

II •pronounced. This is expected since the conductivity is nearly linearly dependent

on the electron number density and the electron number density depends exponen-

tially on the temperature in the range of the present measurements. For example,

Sat 6, 000°K a ten percent increase in tem perature corresponds to an eighty percent

I: increase in conductivity.

For this reason, a probe such as used for these measurements is much

1 more sensitive than a pressure transducer for indicating "tailored" conditions in

a "tailored" interface shock tunnel.

With the driver gas used in these experiments (a stoichiometric hydrogen-

1 oxygen mixture diluted with eighty percent helium) "tailoring" is obtained only at a

1I shock Mach number of slightly less than nine, or at a corresponding theoretical

equilibrium temperature of approximately 5, 500 0 K. As may be seen in the records

reproduced in Fig. (10), for times larger than those required by the shock wave to

I reach the interface an increase in conductivity is obtained for test temperatures

below 5, 5000K and a decrease in conductivity is observed for test temperatures

Iabove 5,5000 K.

JC - Experimental Procedure

After installation of the diaphragm between the driver section and tube

section, a blind plug is inserted into the probe port and the complete system is

I evacuated. The system is then purged with dry air which is introduced through a

liquid nitrogen cold trap. The purging procedure is repeated three to four times

to insure that all moisture is removed from the tube. On the last dry air purging,

2 •the probe, which is calibrated while the tube is being purged, is inserted in the

. -4
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[ end plate of the tube and the tube is again evacuated to less than . 5 mm Hg.

The test air is then introduced into the tube section at the desired initial

prespure. The pressure is measured with a mercury micromanometer. Since the

method by Which the test air was introduced into the tube section had a noticeable

effect on the conductivity data obtained, the particular procedures which have been

employed are discussed together with the data.

The combustible mixture is next introduced into the driver section. The

total p~e4surv of the combustible mixture is chosen to match the particular dia-

phragm installed.

After checking all instrumentation the driver mixture is ignited. The

following ir4ormation is recorded for each test:

a. Run number, on data sheet and photographs.

b. Driver mixture, composition and pressure.

c. Type of diaphragm used.

d. Initial tube pressure.

e. Initial temperature of probe.

f. Probe calibration.

g. Polaroid photograph of scope trace showing
output of conductivity instrumentation.

h. Polaroid photograph of scope trace showing output
of pressure measuring instrumentation (When Used).

i. The initial shock speed over three intervals,
recorded on microsecond counters.

D - Evaluation of Data

The shock speed data are plotted as shock speed versus distance along the

tube and the curve is extrapolated to the end of the tube. Extrapolation errors are

1'
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minimized by having the last interval eight inches long and the last ionization

I f pick-up three inches from the end of the tube. The value for the shock speed at

the end of the tube is used to determine the equilibrium air temperature and the

density using the data given in Ref. (5), the initial air temperature, and the initial

tube pressure. Thus, determination of the temperatures rests on the assumption

of equilibrium and the accuracy of the data in Ref. (5).

The oscilloscope recording the conductivity data is triggered by the last

ionization gage which is one and one half inches upstream of the probe tip. The

time required for the shock to traverse the probe and reflect from the end plate is

determined from the shock speed data and the data of Ref. (5). The polaroid record

is evaluated at the time when the reflected shock has left the probe tip and is

traveling toward the interface. The variations in data after this time are due to

reflections from the reflected shock-interface interaction.

E - Presentation of Data

The evaluated conductivity for each test is tabulated in Appendix II and is

plotted on Fig. (II) against the theoretical equilibrium air temperature determined

by the shock speed. For comparison, values for conductivity predicted by theory

for P/Po = I are also included in Fig. (11).

F - Discussion of Data

All measurements of electric conductivity made with probes of the final

design are plotted in Fig. (11). Three different methods of introducing the test air

into the tube section have been employed and the results are discussed first in

I - relation to each of these methods.

The first method, which was used for run numbers III through 135 plus

I A
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run numbers 152 through 154, consisted of introducing the air into the tube through
S- 'I

a liquid nitrogen cold trap. A valve was located between the cold trap and the tube

and the air intake tubing to the cold trap was open to the atmosphere. Opening the

valve allowed air to be sucked into the intake tube from the room, through the cold

trap, and then through the valve into the tube.

The second method was used for runs 135 through 151. For this method,

the valve was located in the intake tube of the cold trap and the tubing in the liquid

nitrogen was at the evacuated pressure of the shock tube prior to the introduction

Vf of the test gas. Opening the valve allowed room air to be introduced through the

cold trap into the shock tube.

The third method which has been used for all tests after run number 154

consisted of introducing the air into the tube from commercially bottled high

purity air.

It may be seen by Fig. (11) that the measurements made using the first

method have a considerable amount of scatter and the conductivity thus obtained is

consistantly higher than in the later experiments. Runs numbered 15Z, 153 and 154

I were accomplished by means of the first method to show that the scatter and higher

conductivity measurements could be repeated and were indeed the result of the

first method of introducing the gas.

A reasonable explanation for the effect of the first method on the measure-

ment is the following: Oxygen from the atmospheric air in the cold trap coils may

be liquefied and collected in the coils prior to the introduction of the test air. As

the test air is introduced the temperature inside the cold trap coils is increased

[I'F slightly and some of the liquefied oxygen evaporates and is carried along with the

, tI



test air. Thus an oxygen rich mixture is tested rather than pure air. Since most

of the ionization at the test conditions is due to NO+, this mixture will have a higher

v degree of ionization, Ref. (9), and thus a higher conductivity than pure air.

It could also be expected that the large scatter observed in the data asso-

ciated with method one is the result of this increased oxygen content in the test gas,

since the amount of oxygen enrichment would depend on the time between runs, the

rate at which the test gas is introduced, and the quantity of test gas for a particular

run.

"Although there have not been a large number of tests made using the

bottled air for the test gas, it appears that the scatter of the experimental results

will be markedly reduced compared to the prior measurements.

It has become evident that the present shock tube arrangement should be

limited to tests for which the initial shock velocity is below 3.75 M/m sec.

(- 7,000°K test temperature). The reason for this limitation being that the length

of the test slug, which should be approximately 2. 5"1 long, (calculated from the

information in Ref. (5), at U 3. 75 M/m sec,) in actual operation may varyS

from 2. 5"1 long to 1.75" long depending on the diaphragm bursting characteristics.

The major loss of usable test slug length for the present tube arrangement is due

to the interface not being a plane surface.

Some reasonable values have been measured for shock velocities greater

than 3.75 M/m sec. but considerable scatter is observed when the test slug length

is reduced by-unfavorable diaphragm opening at these conditions.

The data obtained for many of the higher temperature tests have not been

I' i plotted on Fig. (11), since it was evident that the test slug was not long enough to

I _
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cover the entire probe.

SAn additional length of tube will be added to the present arrangement forI the final measurements at the higher temperatures.

The measurements obtained are in reasonable agreement with the theo-

retical curve for p/P = 1. The calculated density ratio for each measurement

! ]iis given in Appendix II. Although the density ratio varied by a factor of two on

either side of that given for the theoretical curve in Fig. (11), it may be seen

from Fig. (1) that this amount of variation in density ratio should not have a

Jt significant effect.

Comparing the reliable results with the theoretical curve shows that the

measured conductivity is consistantly below the theoretical value. It should be

noted that the theoretical values are based on the assumption of an average colli-

sion cross section for all the neutral particles and as was noted in I, page 5, the

"theoretical evaluation was primarily intended to indicate the more important char-

,I acteristics of the dependence of the electrical conductivity on the temperature and

density.

The value of Q = 1 x 10 -15cm. was assumed for the collision cross

m
section of the neutral particles. If the assumed value had been m 1.5 x 10 cm.,

and this is not unreasonable according to Ref. (9), the agreement between the

measured conductivity and the theoretical value would be remarkably close.~i!

V. Conclusions

The measurements which have been obtained indicate that the technique

L
described in this paper will be very useful in obtaining experimental evidence on

the conductivity of high temperature, high density gases.

J
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I
By increasing the length of the present shock tube there is no reason -that

measurements at temperatures in excess of 10, 000°K cannot be obtained.

[ In addition, the density at which the measurements are made can be increased

by a factor of ten without exceeding the structural limitations of the equipment.

•L After the difficulties associated with introducing the test gas had been

• Iresolved, the repeatability of the measurements was within the accuracy of read-

ing the polaroid records and the determination of the equilibrium temperature

, from the information in Ref. (5).

The preliminary measurements suggest that a value of Q 1.5 x 10 cm.i. m

should be used for the average collision cross sections of the neutral particles if

the theoretical evaluation of this paper is used to determine the electrical conduc-

j tivity of air.

, I 4

j~
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APPENDIX I:

! • The Finite Coil in a Moving Conducting Medium

£ ti We have the following basic equations due to Maxwell.

• V xiH=j+ at (1)

V x E at -(2)

" J and the generalized Ohms law:

aE + OIL (C xH) (3)

j where C is the velocity of the conducting medium and all other symbols have

their usual meaning as given in the List of Symbols, page (iv).

i" Since

V H =0 (4)

IH • iod" 0 (5)

for the cylindrical case

d t- 2(-• dr e dx), e is the unit vector in x directionx r X

] e is the unit vector in r direction

letJ -
HC do s = (r, x, t) (6)

and then from (2)

I Ii
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( t E "a 8H (7)

and from (1) and (3)

$$a(v xg) od + OIS VHx ° d-9"

] + -JJ(Vx E dso= v x(VxH) o ds

which reduces to

a oLF jsz V)H 0 ds + &g =-(V# Lo)-(9at 2 8rO

For a thin coil in a flow parallel to the axis of the coil for which the fluid

dynamic effects on the velocity may be neglected

x 00Uo (10)

then

8 89@ 2 2 89
o P•""aUo ax+ -- -V9•+ --- (11)r Or

" For sinusoidal currents:

"let

then

-iYLW49 + QaLU9ox- P 9W u -VIP + ('r (13)

o r

129 xx + Orr 7 qr + o.Ucx "(ia + PAD)} 0 (14)

letting
LI r 

:
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Ii*
then

"* + *r r + + a&Uo*x " + i CIo + PeIl O 0 (16)

let

p RM1/2 R is the radius of the coilIP
Sx RM1/2

-M I ! is the half length of the coil

2where RM a coR

Also denote the additional dimensionless parameters:

RM = OLUD

!• R Rt 2, R

then
2 2 M 1 R M

+~/ *P -+v~ + i + ~')=0 (17)
P PR 7 M

where T - which may be considered as the aspect ratio of the coil.

We have from (6)

1 89

H = (x Unr Tr

r Zur 8x

The boundary conditions are for r = R or p = RM1/2

r H x(HM1/- 0) H x(R M1/2 +0) 1 ° 1 r1/21/2
. RM RM 1 2  "

S1(19)
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S*(R M1/2- 0) - #(RM1/2 + 0) 0

From (15) and (18)

1x 2 ur 8 rSH = 1

Substituting into equation (19)

2,R (C+R M1/2) -(
10 ------------ 1ap a M/'2 JM7 -1I/

(21)

I The Fourier Transform in • is given by:

-00F *e- d(22)

The Fourier Transform of equation (17) is then:

R R

The transformed boundary conditions (21) become

•" -•+ • ° -ie-i~d• (24)IL RM/ 2  [ RML e/
F ~~~ 1/2- 1/2/ -MMei~~(4

21IUR R M1/2 (25)
M 1 / e- dC (25)

MMsi .R 1/2

" 41IR sinp RM/2
F 2 pI 4[RI 0 V (26)

{iI
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V where v m pR 1/2
M

1 and

, =(27)

The solution to equation (23) is given by
T for p R RMA/2 and RMA/(pp)

11/1
p HR/ BJ (uAp)

m I
where

AH= B 1(u) = 31 u (8

qa ( ) give

A H (uu(u) B R - u (2

A (2)( (Bi0 1 0 (u) I'(u) 0 (• +Mv .(u)

(29)
-4,nRI sin v

then v

f~ 3(u)
A=B-

H(2)(U

and

_ i~~u o() - R / sin vii
(2) 0u m v

H, (u
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but

(2) (2) 2

[ so
so B - 2R RM1/2 I (12 )1u

:1
then 

J

ZR R M1 1 bin7 J (u)H1  (u) (30)

and taking the inverse transform of equation (30)

i Cj/u)J (2)(u) e'P~dp (31)
M 0n(3)i v

R /, /2

S*ave. = Z1 / *dC (32)

2RM1/ RM (32)

itRI co +R M1/

0ve 33 1 (u)H 1(2 (u)-snveip d dp (33)]iRave. 2 1 /2(u(UH1 ( i nv

then

J,(U1,1()(u)sin
av.=ilRl° 0 dv (34)

where

v p R1/2II

,U- [(/ 2 v R+• ).+ i(R . )- ,
M -II
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Special Cases

I I (1) Low Frequency, RM" 0

1 (2) Infinitely Long Coil,. *-. 0

(3) Stationary Conducting Medium, R ' 0
M

I ]Condition (1) may be fulfilled by choosing the excitation frequency. If

1 ' condiilion (2) is assumed, it is not necessary to consider condition (3) since the

moving medium would have no effect on an infinitely long coil, (C x H) = 0 if

I the velocity is along the axis of the coil.

J For (1) and (2) then

M

which is independent of p and v for RM constant, then:1M

= - !nv dv (35)

ave. 0~i 1$

RI J -lR H %r- fTR- (36)
ave. o l M 1 iM

and

1 e = it R IoJ14"i-_) Nr-)-iR) (37)

f then

E 22 M(8

j 10 MR~oJT~ IM2 (4

I. ]' which for RM - 0 reduces to
•E 2 (9

SiR lie (39)

"" i
I which Is the impedance of an infinitely long coil In a nonconducting medium.
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I APPENDIX II:
SUTable of Data

Initial Tube Shock
Run Pressure Speed EquilibriumTNo. Di73hrar mE Hg M/ sec. P rao nhos/meter Temp. OK

1 114 .091." Alurm. 15 3.42 1.01 42 6220

112 .09 11 Aluma . is 3.40 1.00 42 6220

114 .091"1 Alum. is 3.42 1.01 21 6220

J 115 .125" Cu. 12 4.83 1.10 280 8370

116 .063" Cu. 13 4.13 1.08 122 7350

117 .063" Cu. 40 2.86 2.13 18 4940

118 .091" Alurm. 30 3.08 1.76 22 54.60

119 ,091" Alum. 30 3.03 1.72 13 5300

120 ,091" Alurm. 30 3.03 1.72 18 5320

121 .063" Cu. 40 3.12 2.37 53 5540

122 .063" Cu. 40 3.10 2.31 29.5 5520

123 .063" Cu. 40 3.10 2.31 35 5520

124 .063" Cu. 40 3.10 2.31 26 5500

125 .063" Cu. 40 3.22 2.42 42 5850

126 .063" Cu. 40 3.10 2.31 28 5500

"127 .125" Cu. 12 4.41 1.04 144 7800

128 NO DATA

L 130 NO DATA
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Initial Tube Shock
Run Pressure Speed E quilibrium
No. Diaphragm mm Hg. M/m sec. 0 E quliTe m.

I 131 .091" Alum. 8 4.00 0.675 43 7130

132 NO DATA

1 133 .125" Cu. 10 4.41 0.910 252 7830

134 .125" Cu. 10 4.84 0.990 250 8330

135 .063" Cu. 50 3.03 2.83 27 5350

1136 .063" Alum. 50 2.47 2.23 6 4040

137 .063" Alum. 30 2.65 1.13 6 4330

138 .063" Alum. 20 2.90 1.10 8 4930

139 .063" Cu. 18 3.58 1.48 48 6630

J 140 .063" Cu. 15 3.77 1.14 48 6880

141 .063" Cu. 10 3.95 0.815 55 7110

142 .125" Cu. 10 4.70 0.924 91 8160

J 143 .063" Cu. 15 3.76 1.13 45 6850144 NO DATA

145 .063" Cu. 15 3.65 1.09 44 6700

146 NO DATA

147 .063" Cu. 5 4.48 0.463 98 7500
4I 148 .063" Cu. 5 4.63 0. 474 44 7630 t

j149 NO DATA

150 .0911"Alum. 20 3.12 1.18 15 5490

151 .091" Alum. 20 3.22 1.21 14 5720

J152 .06311Cu. 15 3.70 1.10 56 6800

I3,
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Initial Tube Shock
Run Pressure Speed o Equilibrium

-- No. Diaphragm mm H . M/m sec. o mhos/meter Temp. K
K

1 • 153 .063" Cu. 40 3.12 2.37 35 5530

154 .063" Cu. 40 3.06 2.25 29 5350

155 .063" Cu. 40 3.10 2.31 15 5450

156 NO DATA

157 .063" Cu. 20 3.75 1.49 52 6900

S158 .063" Alum. 20 3.10 1.20 8.5 5400

J 159 .063" Alum. 25 2.87 1.35 5 4810

160 NO DATA

1S161 • 063" Alum. 15 3.30 0. 968 21.5 5870

'1~

rI

I Ii
I-
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3 Pon STANDARD ATMOSPHERIC DENSITY--
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FIG. I LOW FREQUENCY CONDUCTIVITY OF AIR
VS TEMPERATURE FOR VARIOUS DENSITIES
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1. Pressure Record
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2. Conductivity Record

IFig. 9 Pressure and Conductivity Recorda

- Far Rum No. 157. Us a 3.75 M/m sec.p To - 6900OK
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THEORY
METHOD OF INTRODUCING TEST GAS
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FIG. II EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENT OF
ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY FOR AIR



Fig. 12 The Shock Tube

Figo 13 Driver Gas Ioading Panel
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I Fig. 14 Shock Tube Instrumentation
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Fig. 15 Conductivity ileasurement Instrumentation1
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